Introduction
Following the secession of the Republic of South Sudan from the Republic of Sudan 1 on 9
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The avoidance of statelessness is a general principle of international law. Deprivation of nationality resulting in statelessness will generally be arbitrary unless it serves a legitimate purpose and complies with the principle of proportionality. Thus, article 8 of the Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness allows for a limited set of circumstances under which deprivation of nationality resulting in statelessness is permissible, but as exceptions to a general principle they must be narrowly construed.
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There is, however, considerable state practice supporting the involuntary substitution of nationality in the context of state succession. 13 As explained by Hudson,
If the effects of the cession on the nationality of the inhabitants of the ceded territory are regulated by treaty, such treaties usually provide that the nationality of the predecessor State is lost by the conferment of nationality by the successor State. Where the transfer of territory and the conferment of nationality is in accordance with international law, the predecessor State is obliged to recognize it. Its sovereignty has been replaced by that of the successor State (…) 14 Habitual residence is the test most frequently used to assess the connection between the individual citizen and a successor state. 15 This test achieves two key policy goals. First, it 12 Report of the Secretary-General (n 10), para 51. 13 21 The Nationality Act (South Sudan) (n 3), art. 8(4). A child of a person concerned, born after the date of the succession of States, who has not acquired any nationality, has the right to the nationality of the State concerned on whose territory that child was born.
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The ILC Draft Articles are otherwise limited to considering '(…) nationality solely in relation to the occurrence of a succession of States.' 25 In this case the ILC recognized '(…) the need for an exception from the rigid definition ratione temporis (…) for addressing also the problem of children born after the succession of States from parents whose nationality (…)
has not been determined.' 
Sudanese Approach
The impact of the South Sudanese citizenship provisions can only be properly understood when they are examined together with the denationalisation provisions of the SNA. Article 10(2) of the amended SNA provides that 'A person will automatically lose his Sudanese nationality if he has acquired, de jure or de facto, the nationality of South Sudan'. 27 The SNA incorporates the nationality provisions of the NASS as the basis for denationalisation.
The huge breadth of the South Sudanese nationality provisions makes the Sudanese denationalisation provisions truly sweeping.
Importantly, the effects of the provisions of both laws are constitutive (performative) rather than constative (descriptive).
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They operate ex lege without further, intervening, state action. As an individual falls within the scope of the criteria for South Sudanese nationality 24 ILC Draft Articles (n 7), art. 13. 25 ILC Draft Articles (n 7), art. 13 commentary para 1. 26 ILC Draft Articles (n 7), art. 13 commentary para 1. 27 Sudanese Nationality Act (n 4), art. 10(2). 28 Sanderson (n 5), 218-219, 227-228.
they are denationalised by operation of the Sudanese law. Any later determinations with respect to either the acquisition or loss of nationality are merely declarative. Official recognition does not make someone a national of South Sudan but declares them to be one.
They do not become a national because of their recognition by the authorities, but are recognised by the authorities because they are a national.
For individuals who are already resident in South Sudan and who fall within the acquisition criteria of the NASS the combined effect of these two laws provides an efficient mechanism for 're-nationalisation' from Sudanese to South Sudanese citizenship. However, the South Sudanese acquisition criteria are sufficiently sweeping so as to include many individuals resident outside of South Sudan. It is commonly estimated that up to half a million individuals from South Sudan remain resident in Sudan. 29 The combined effect of these laws is to renationalise these individuals to citizenship of a state where they are no longer (or, indeed, never were) resident and so leaving them without effective national protection in their actual place of residence. 
De Jure and De Facto Acquisition
The appearance of the words de facto and de jure in Article 10 (2) that is exactly what this means.
Resulting De Jure Statelessness
The interaction between these two laws can make the analysis of any resulting statelessness a Even where an application for South Sudanese citizenship is not refused outright it is predictable that there will be significant delays in regularizing the South Sudanese citizenship procedures as the country works to improve their own internal administrative capacity.
Where this produces an undue delay in confirming the acquisition of South Sudanese This is true regardless of the constitutive nature of the South Sudanese acquisition provisions.
It may be that a reasonable outside observer (or foreign state, such as Sudan) would interpret those provisions as applied to have granted South Sudanese citizenship in a particular case.
This may, in fact, be an unavoidable conclusion. Nevertheless, should the relevant administrative body in South Sudan deny or unduly delay recognition (even if this is only a declarative measure and even if this is done wholly capriciously) the practical effect of this is 39 'The Article 1(1) definition employs the present tense ("who is…") and so the test is whether a person is considered as a national at the time the case is examined and not whether he or she might be able to acquire the nationality in the future. Perhaps most significantly, neither law provides a mechanism by which the wishes of individuals might be taken into account in respect of their own nationality.
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This is comparatively unimportant when nationality is attributed on the basis of habitual residence.
It can be sensibly assumed that individuals prefer to acquire or retain the nationality of the state where they are resident. However, the new South Sudanese law operates to automatically attribute citizenship to innumerable individuals of South Sudanese ethnic and/or familial origins living outside of South Sudan with effects for them in relation to their other nationality and/or immigration status abroad that as of yet can be only surmised. 50 At 49 Cf 'States concerned shall give consideration to the will of persons concerned whenever those persons are qualified to acquire the nationality of two or more States concerned.' ILC Draft Article (n 7), art. 11(1) 50 For discussion of some of the unintended effects of the automatic acquisition of a second nationality see Sanderson (n 5), 215-217 the same time, the Sudanese law operates to denationalise ex lege up to half million residents of Sudan.
The process of substitution is an important exception to the general rule in public international law against involuntary denationalisation and is specific to state succession. It is intended to improve protection for individuals who would otherwise be left outside their country of nationality due to territorial change or the dissolution of their former state. In the present context, this process fails to adequately address this key policy aim and leaves a significant minority of the Sudanese and South Sudanese populations without meaningful national protection.
